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Abstract
Synthetic genetic polymers (XNAs) have the potential to transition nucleic acid molecules
from laboratory tools to therapeutic agents, but additional progress is needed for such reagents to
reach the clinic. In this talk, I will describe recent advances in the generation of XNA molecules
that function with ligand binding and catalytic activity. The first half of the talk will focus on the
evolution of a biologically stable artificial genetic system comprised of -L-threofuranosyl
nucleic acid (TNA) that facilitates the production of high quality protein capture reagents termed
threomers. Threomers were discovered against two prototypical protein targets implicated in
human diseases using uracil-modified nucleotides uniformly equipped with aromatic side chains
commonly found in the paratope of antibody-antigen crystal structures. Kinetic measurements
reveal that side chain modifications are critical for generating threomers with slow off-rate binding
kinetics. The second portion of the talk will report on an XNA modified version of the classic
DNAzyme 10-23, termed X10-23, that achieves multiple turnover activity under cellular
conditions and resists nuclease digestion. The new reagent overcomes the problem of product
inhibition that has limited previous 10-23 designs using molecular chemotypes that balance the
dynamic properties of substrate binding with product release. In cultured mammalian cells, X1023 facilitates persistent gene silencing by degrading endogenous mRNA transcripts with singlebase discrimination. Together, these findings expand the chemical space of evolvable non-natural
genetic systems to include functional groups that enhance protein target binding and RNA cleavage
by mimicking the properties of protein-based antibodies and enzymes.
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